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Abstract

For a real-time shared-memory database with optimistic concurrency control, an ap
proximation for the transaction response time distribution is obtained. The model as
sumes that transactions arrive at the database according to a Poisson process, that every
transaction uses an equal number of dat.a-items uniformly chosen, and that the multipro
gramming level is bounded. The analysis is based on a decomposit.ion approach: results
for the closed system wit.h a fixed llumber of transactions are used t.o derive the response
time distribution ill the open system with Poisson arrivals. Numerical experiments that
compare the analysis with simulation indicate t.hat the approximation for the response
time distribution works well for the dosed system. For the open system the approximation
is useful if the load is not too high.
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The Response Time Distribution in a Real-Time
Database with Optimistic Concurrency Control

Abstract

For a real-time shared-memory databa.,e with optimistic concurrency control, an ap
proximation for the transaction response time distribution is obtained. The model as
sumes that transactions arrive at the database according to a Poisson process, that every
transaction uses an equal number of data-items uniformly chosen, and that the multipro
gramming level is bounded. The analysis is based on a decomposition approach: results
for the closed system with a fixed number of transactions are used to derive the response
time distribution in the open system with Poisson arrivals. Numerical experiments that
compare the analysis with simulation indicate that. t.he approximation for the response
time dist.ribution works well for the closed syst.em. For t.he open system the approximation
is useful if the load is not too high.

1 Introduction

Real-time databases combine the requirements of both databases and real-time systems. In
a database, transactions (database requests) should preserve database consistency. Subject
to this consistency requirement, the transaction throughput of the database should be max
imised. In a real-time system, the main requirement is timeliness, i.e., transactions must be
executed before their deadlines. Soft real-time systems are allowed to miss some deadlines
when the system is overloaded, but the number of transactions that meets its deadline should
be maximised. In a real-time database, both consistency and timeliness are important. We
investigate soft real-time databases in this paper and are interested in the probability that a
transaction meets its deadline.

To benefit from the increase in CPU power that parallel computer architectures offer,
transactions on databases should be executed concurrently. However, concurrent execution
can destroy database consistency if conflicting transactions are incorrectly scheduled. Two
transactions conflict if they access the same data-item, at least one of them with the intention
to write. Concurrency control schemes govern the simultaneous execution of transactions such
that overall correctness of the database is maintained (see e.g. Papadimitriou [1986]). The
two main concurrency control schemes are locking and optimistic concurrency control.

Under the locking scheme, an executing transaction holds locks on all data-items it needs
for execution, thus introducing lock waits for transactions that conflict with it. Consistency
is guaranteed, however chains of lock waits can lead to high transaction response times.

When the conflict probability is low, it can be ad vantageous to use the optimistic concur
rency control (OCC) scheme proposed by Kung and Robinson [1981]. Under OCC, all CPUs
can be used for transaction processing at the same time. Each transaction is processed in
three phases: an execution phase, a validation phase and a commit phase. In the execution
phase a transaction T accesses any data-item it needs for execution, regardless of the number
of transactions already using that data-item. In the validation phase, all items used by T
are checked for conflicts. If a conflict has occurred with a transaction that committed after
T started, T must be rerun. If no conflicts occurred, T completes successfully and enters the
commit phase, where the data-items used by T are updated.
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There have been numerous performance studies oflocking and optimistic concurrency control:
simulation studies as well as analytical models. The only simulation study we mention here
is by Agrawal et a1. [1987], who give an extensive treatment of the influence the modelling
assumptions with respect to resources and transaction behaviour can have on the outcome
of a performance study. A collection of analytical models for locking is by Tay [1987]. Ana
lytical models for ace are (among others) by Menasce and Nakanishi [1982], and Kleinrock
and Mehovic [1992]. Actually, Menasce and Nakanishi compare the performance of locking
and ace. ather analytical comparative studies are by Morris and Wong [1985], and Yu et
a1. [1993].

All analytical studies cited above are stochastic analyses that only consider average system
performance. Typical performance measures studied are the throughput, the mean response
time, the probability of a lock wait, and the average number of restarts needed for a trans
action under ace. To our knowledge, except for the study of Bodlaender et al. [1996] for a
variant of locking, no analytical performance studies of real- time databases exist that address
the variance or the distribution of the response time. An approximation for the response time
distribution is needed to estimate the probability that a transaction meets its deadline, or the
percentage of transactions that missed its deadline; these quantities cannot be derived from
the throughput alone.

In this paper we approximate the response time distribution in a multi-processor shared
memory database with optimistic concurrency control. The approach is based on the through
put analysis of Morris and Wong [198.5]. The model is explained in section 2. In section 3, an
approximation is derived for the response time distribution in a closed system with a fixed
number of transactions, and its results are compared to simulation results. In section 4 we
analyse the response time distribution in an open system with Poisson arrivals and test our
approximation against simulation. Section .5 contains some concluding remarks and directions
for future research.

2 The Model

We model ace in a shared-memory environment with N parallel epus as a multi-server
queueing system with feedback, see Figure 1 for an illustration.

1---------------------1

N:

,
----------------------

Figure 1: QUEUEING MODEL OF THE OPEN SYSTEM
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In the dashed area, which represents the N CPUs, at most N transactions can be present.
Each transaction is handled by one CPU and either leaves the system after a successful
execution, or is rerun. We assume the time needed for one execution of a transaction is
exponentially distributed with parameter p. Further, it is assumed that the validation and
commit phase take negligible time compared to the execution, and that the validation can
be efficiently implemented such that parallel validation is possible. The assumption that
validation and commit take negligible time compared to execution is reasonable, since there
are no disks attached to the system and all data-items are in main memory. Transactions
arrive at the database according to a Poisson process with rate A. An arriving transaction
that finds all CPUs busy joins the queue. As soon as a CPU is freed by a leaving transaction,
the transaction that is first in queue is taken into execution. We also refer to execution plus
validation as one transaction run.

The model described is largely the same as the model of Morris and Wong [1985]. With
regard to transaction behaviour, in accordance with lVlorris and "\Tong we assume that

• each transaction uses an equal number a of data-items, uniformly picked from the total
set d of data-items,

• the time needed for a rerun of a transaction exactly equals the time of the first trans
action run, and

• all transactions write the data-items accessed, so there are no read-only transactions.

In light of these assumptions, we define b as the proba.bility that two arbitrary transactions
conflict. Then

The queueing model of Figure 1 is no standard feedback model. The probability that
a transaction T must be rerun is not fixed, but depends on the number of transactions
that departed (committed) during the execution of T. The number of departures during T's
execution depends on the length of T's execu tion and on the number of concurrently executing
transactions.

We analyse the model using a decomposition approach. First we approximate the response
time distribution in a so-called closed system with a constant population (multiprogramming
level) of k transactions (k ~ N). The population is kept constant at k by admitting a new
transaction to the system as soon as another transaction has committed. Next we consider
the open system with Poisson arrivals and approximate the distribution of the response time
using the results of the closed system. Such a decomposition approach has become fairly
standard for computing the throughput and average response time of complicated queueing
systems. We will show that in the model of Figure 1 the decomposition approach can also be
applied for approximating the distribution of the response time.

For both the closed and the open system, numerical results from the analysis are com
pared with simulation results. In the simulation programs, the probability that a committing
transaction conflicts with a transaction in execution is taken equal to b, in agreement with
the above model description. Thus, no actual lists of data-items are used in the simulations.
Also, the simulations take the time needed for a rerun of a transaction exactly equal to the
time of the first transaction run.
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3 Response Time Distribution in the Closed System

We consider the closed system depicted in Figure 2, for a ftxed multiprogramming level k.
After an execution run, a transaction can either be fed back for a rerun (requiring the same
amount of time as the previous run), or leave. The moment a transaction leaves, a new
transaction with a freshly drawn execution time enters the system.

j---------------------
I
I
I
I,,,,
I,
I

I,,
,,,,,,,
I,,,,,,,,

_____________________ J

Figure 2: QUEUEING !\tIODEL OF THE CLOSED SYSTEM

3.1 Analysis

To analyse the response time distribution in this model, we use the idea of Morris and Wong
[1985] and make the following assumption.

Commit Assumption

A transaction T in execution observes other transactions to commit according to
a Poisson process with rate O'k.

In order to determine the rate O'k at which T observes the other (k-l) transactions to commit,
we note that Ok is (k - 1) times the rate at which one CPU commits transactions. The total
time a transaction spends in the system is ix if it requires i runs and has execution time x.
Define Rk(X) as the number of runs needed for a transaction with execution time x. Denote
the response time of a transaction with execution time x by Sk(X). Then Sk(X) = Rk(X)X.
By the commit assumption, the probability that a transaction with execution time x has to
be rerun is 1 - e- cxkbx • Thus

Hence, the expected response time of a transaction with execution time x is

0::'

E[Sk(X)] = L i.?:P(Rd:r) = i) = xecxkbx
•

;=1
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Define Sk as the response time of a transaction in the closed system with population k.
Conditioning on the execution time gives

The long-term rate at which a CPU commits transactions is 1/E[SkJ, so

Cl:k = (k - 1) (J-l- Cl:k b)2
Jl

Now (Xk can be solved from the quadratic equation (l). This yields

JlU + 2(1.: - l)b) - JlJ1 +4(k - l)b
(Xk = 2( k - 1)b2 '

(1)

(2)

the second root of (1) being excluded by the requirement jl - Cl:kb > 0, which is needed to
ensure that E[Sk] is finite. An interpretation of the requirement jl- Cl:kb > 0 is the following.
Consider an arbitrary transaction T and define a T-invalidation epoch to be an epoch at
which a transaction commits that conflicts with T. Then Jl - Okb > 0 says, that the average
time needed for one run of T should not exceed the average time between two T-invalidation
epochs.

In addition to the average response time E[S'k], it is also possible to derive the distribution
function of the response time S'k under the commit assumption. Consider a transaction T
with execution time x. Then for x ~ t

<XJ

P(S'k(X) ~ t) = LP(S'dx) ~ t I Rk(X) = i)P(Rk(X) = i)
i=1
00 . 1

L 1{i.l' 9} (1 - e-O·kbJ.·r- e-akbx

;=1

Hence, under the commit assumption,

P(S'k ~ t) = I t
[1- (1- e-akbJ.:)L~J] Jle-JlXdx

1 - e-/l t -It
(1 _ e-akbx)L~JJle-JlXdx, (3)

with (Xk given by (2).
Two remarks must be made. First, for high values of the conflict probability b (say

b > 0.6), it can happen tha.t the approximation (2) for Ok returns a value smaller than kk 1 J-l.

This would imply that the throughput of the system, estimated as k~1 Cl:k, is smaller than J-l
which is not correct. The closed system always contains at least one successful transaction so
has a throughput of at least Ji. Thus, the approximation for Cl:k must be corrected. It can be
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shown that this correction is needed when b> (k - Vk)/(k - 1). In agreement with Morris
and Wong we modify (2) to read

{

fl(1 +2(k - l)b) - flV1 +4(k - l)b
_ 2(k - l)b2

O'.k -
k-l
--fl

k

ifb< k-Vk
- k-l

otherwise.

Note that whenever this correction is necessary, ace is not an attractive concurrency control
algorithm anyway.

As a second remark, we note that it can be shown using (2), that O'.k approaches fl/ b as k
approaches infinity. Also, O'.k is strictly increasing in k. Hence, according to the analysis, the
throughput k~l O'.k of the closed system increases monotonically to Il/b. Thus if the number of
epus becomes infinitely large, boundedness of the throughput implies unbounded response
times (the requirement Il - O'.kb > 0 is not fulfilled for Ie large).

3.2 Verifying the Commit Assumption

The quality of the approximation for the distribution of the response time depends on the
quality of the commit assumption. Therefore, we studied the actual departure process by sim
ulation. Let Ik be the interdeparture time, i.e., the time that elapses between two consecutive
commits. According to the commit assumption, h is exponentially distributed with parame
ter k~l O'.k· In Figure 3(a) we plotte(l the expected interdeparture time E[h] for systems with

1."r-~--~----.-----.------,
IImb-D.Ol _
sim baD. 10 -+
11m b-0.20 ·9·-

1.00

1.1S

1,OS

0.95

,,"D.a,Ol 
11."0..0.10 •••..
anl).oO,O'tl

.,m thO D' •
SI!"1 b~Q lQ •
..m I)~O 20 D

0."

~~
.................~..._----_."--------

0."

0.85

0." '------:-__~ ~__--'-__---l
10

(a). E[h] (b) Cl.

Figure 3: E[h] AND Ch IN CLOSED SYSTEM

fl = 1 and k = 2 to 10. Three cases of the conflict probability were considered: b = 0.01,
b = 0.1, and b = 0.2. The lines show the values of E[h] that follow from the analysis, and
the symbols show the simulation results for E[h]. Figure 3(b) plots the simulated values of
ch, the coefficient of variation 1 of h. By the commit assumption, the interdeparture time

lThe coefficient of variation ex of a ralldom variable X is defined as

ex = VFar(X)/E2[Xj.
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is assumed to be exponentially distributed so Clk equals 1. The simulation results for ch

are very close to 1. Note that the simulated values in Figure 3 are the midpoints of 95%
confidence intervals and are confident up to 2 digits. It is clear from both Figure 3(a) and
3(b) that the commit assumption gives a good approximation to the departure process.

3.3 Numerical Results for the Response Time Distribution

Since the commit assumption is reasonable, we may expect that the approximation (3) of the
response time distribution is quite good. We are interested in the probability P(Sk > t) that a
transaction does not meet its deadline t. For good system performance, this probability must
be small. In this section, we test the quality of our approximation for P(Sk > t). The value
of P(Sk > t) produced by the analysis is compared with the simulation result, for various t
and k.

First, we used the analysis to find the values of t for which P(Sk > t) equals 0.10,0.05, and
0.01. These values of t are denoted by t l , t2, and t3, respectively. The numerical integration
method used for evaluating (3) was adaptive Simpson's quadrature (with an error smaller
than 1E-5). Next, simulations were run to estimate P(Sk > td, P(Sk > t2), and P(Sk > t3)'

Jlk P(S> tIl P(S>t2) pes > t3),. Sim Ana tl Sim ,\na t2 Sill! Ana t3 Silll Ana
2 2.0 2.0 2.3 0.10 0.10 :1.0 0.0.'):1 0.0,13 4.S 0.011 0.011
4 3.S 3.S 2.4 0.10 0.10 3.2 0.0.')1 0.0.)1 .).4 0.011 0.011
6 .).,') .').,') 2..) 0.10 0.00.':; 3.:1 0.0.;2 0.0.1:1 .1.0 0.012 0.012
S 7.0 7.0 2..) 0.10 0.10 :I ..) 0.0.')2 0.0.)1 6.4 0.012 0.012

10 S..) SJj 2..) 0.10 0.11 :1.6 0.0.;2 0.0.')2 7.0 0.012 0.012

(al b = 0.01

Jlk P(S> td P(S>t2) P(S> t3)
1; Silll Ana tl Silll Ana t2 Sim Ana t3 Silll Ana
2 1.7 1.7 2.6 0.10 0.10 ;l.i 0.0.')1 0.0.12 7.3 0.013 0.012
4 2.6 2.6 3.3 0.007 0.10 .).2 0.0.)1 0.0.)2 13 0.012 0.011
6 3.2 3.2 3.7 0.10 0.11 6.2 0.0.')4 0.0.).') IS 0.011 0.011
S :1.6 3.7 4.2 0.10 0.10 7.:1 0.0.):1 0.0.')4 2:1 0.011 0.010

10 4.0 4.0 4.6 0.10 0.10 S.:1 0.0.')2 0.0.')3 27 0.011 0.011

(blb=O.1

Jlk P(S> II) peS > t2) pes > t3)
1; Sim ·Ana 11 Silll Ana t2 Sim Ana tJ Sim Ana
2 1.4 I..j 2.0 0.006 0.10 4..) 0.0·1.~ 0.0.')1 10 0.01:1 0.012
4 1.0 2.0 3.0 0.006 0.11 7..) 0.04.1 0.047 21 0.012 0.010
6 2.2 2.3 4.S 0.00·' 0.10 0.0 0.0'10 0.0.')1 31 0.011 0.0007
S 2.,1 2 ..) .1.0 O.OS.'-: 0.006 10.7 0.040 0.0.)1 37 0.012 0.011

10 ·2.6 2.7 6.0 O.OS:I 0.000 12.2 O.O-(S 0.0,10 46 0.011 0.010

(<oj b =0.2

Table 1: RESPONSE TIME DISTilIBUTION IN CLOSED SYSTEM WITH J.L = 1

Table 1 contains the simulation and analysis results for varying k, with fl = 1, b = 0.01, 0.1
and 0.2. In a database of size d = 1000, b = 0.01 corresponds to a transaction size a = 3,
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b = 0.1 to a = 10, and b = 0.2 to a = 15. Besides P(Sk > t), the table also contains simulation
and analysis results for the throughput of the closed system, denoted by Ilk. The simulated
values in Table 1 are the midpoints of 95% confidence intervals and are confident up to 2
digits. Indeed, our analysis of the response time distribution closely matches the simulation.
Only for b = 0.2, differences up to 10% can occur.

4 Response Thlle Distribution in the Open System

We now analyse the open system of Figure 1. Transactions arrive at the system according to
a Poisson process with rate>' and transactions that find all CPUs occupied wait in a queue.
The response time consists of waiting time plus the time spent executing inside the dashed
area.

4.1 Analysis

The system of Figure 1 resembles an Ai/G / N queueing system, with the exception that the
service times are neither independent, nor identically distributed. As seen in section 3, the
distribution of the response time of a transaction in the dashed area depends on the number
of transactions concurrently in execution. In the open system, the number of transactions
concurrently in execution changes through time. As no exact expression exists for the response
time distribution of an AI/GIN system, there is not much hope for an exact expression for
the response time distribution in the even more complicated model of Figure 1.

Therefore, an approximation for the response time distribution is desired. Define the
throughput of a closed system with k customers by Ilk (= k~l (Xk from section 3). The
approximation we suggest consists of 3 parts:

1. Approximate the distribution of the waiting time lili of a transaction that has i trans
actions waiting in front of it by a.n Erlang(i + 1,ILN) distribution.

2. Approximate the service time distribution of a transaction that finds k-1 CPUs busy on
entering the database by P( ,'iA: ::; t), Le., the response time of a transaction in a closed
system with population k (1 ::; k ::; N). Approximate the service time distribution of a
transaction that finds all crus busy on its arrival by P(SN ::; t).

3. Approximate the steady-state probabilities of having a total of i transactions in the
system by

'i ~1IT (~)Jro l::;i5:N
k=l Ilk (4)
( >. y-N

- JrN i > N,
JlN

00

where Jro is computed from the normalisation condition L Jri = 1.
i=O

Support for part 1 is the fact that, as long as there are transactions waiting, the dashed area of
Figure 1 behaves like a closed system with N transactions, for which the commit assumption
gives a good approximation of the departure process. Thus the time until the next departure
is approximately exponentially distributed with parameter IlN.
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Part 2 comes down to just ignoring that the number of concurrently executing transactions
changes through time. Whether this yields a good approximation for the distribution of the
time a transaction spends in the dashed area, cannot be said beforehand.

Approximation part 3 is (like 1) also based on the commit assumption. Under the commit
assumption, the system behaves as a state-dependent exponential server with rate j.Lk when
k transactions are in service.

Using 1, 2, 3, and the PASTA property, we get as approximation for the distribution of the
response time S in the open system:

N-l 00

peS > f) = L 1riP(Si+l > f) + L 1riP(Wi-N +SN > f),
i=O i=N

with Wi an Erlang(i +1,{tN) distrihuted variable, and 1ri given by (4).
Evaluating the second part of (.5) by conditioniIig on Wi gives

00

L 1riP(Wi-N + SN > f)
i=N

(5)

which yields after some algebra

00

L 1riP(Wi-N +SN > t)
i=N

1rNflN e-~LNteAt+ 1rNltN [e-J.Lt _ e-(J.LN-A)t]
flN - >. I-tN - I-t - >.

+ 1rNI-'N1t

e-(PN-A)y1t
-

y
(1 - e-O'Nbx)L!.?Jj.Le-J.LXdx dy. (6)

As is shown in the appendix, the latter dOll ble integral can, be reduced to the single integral

1
t {I [(J.L:V- A)X(l -O:Nbx'lLl.J-l

1rNllN - e ~ e ) x e-(J.LN-A)(t-x)(e(J.LN-'\)X _ 1)(1 _ e-O'Nbx)
j.LN - >. 0 1 - e(PN-'\)X( 1 - e-O'Nbx) .

+(1 - e-(J.LN-.\)(t- L;Jx»)(l - e-Cl'Nbx)L;J } j.Le-J.LXdx.
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Summarising, the approximation for the response time distribution is

P(S > t)

The remaining integrals in the expression have to be evaluated numerically. They are of the
same type as the integral in the approximating expression for P(Sk > t) in section 3.

4.2 Numerical Results for the Response Time Distribution

We tested the quality ofthe approximation for P( S > t) against simulation, for the three cases
b = 0.01, b = 0.1 and b = 0.2 (Jt = 1). In order to prevent that the number of transactions in
the system explodes, the transaction arriva.l rate AN for a system with N CPUs should not
exceed JtN, the maximum throughput when all N crus are used. Therefore, define

as a measure for the load (utilisation) of the system. vVe considered systems with p = 0.5,
0.7, 0.8, and 0.9, for which numerical results are given in Table 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.
Arrival rate AN was computed from AN = PPN. The value JtN was obtained from the analysis
of the closed system. As seen in section ;3, the analytical approximation for ItN is quite good.

Each table contains simulation and analysis results for E[S], P(S > 2), P(S > 5),
P(S > 10), and P(S > 20). As the mean work requirement of a transaction is 1/It = 1,
P( S > t) corresponds to the probability that a transaction spends more than t times its
average required execution time in the system. Note that we evaluated the integrals in the
approximation for P(~ > t) by adaptive Simpson's quadrature, with an error smaller than
1E-5.

For P = 0.5 and P = 0.7, the approximation for the response time distribution is very
good: only minor differences with the simulation results can be observed. However the
approximation for E[S] is less accurate, especially for small Nand b = 0.1 or b = 0.2.

For P = 0.8, the approximation for P(S > t) is still very good, for aU three values of b.
Although the tail probabilities PiS > t) are satisfyingly approximated, again we see that,
especially for b i' 0.01 and N small, the approximation for the average response time is not
good.

In systems with P = 0.9 and b i' 0.01 our approximation for the response time is not suit
able: the analysis differs too much from the simulation. The conclusion from the numerical
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experiments is, that we have a good approximation for the response time distribution of a
transaction in open systems with a load up to 0.8.

The results of the decomposition approach for the utilisations 0.8 and 0.9 are not as good
as one would like them to be. At first sight, this was surprising. For under a high load, the
system resembles the closed system of section 3, for which our approximation of the response
time distribution performed satisfactorily. But we should have noted that an error of 5 percent
in the throughput fLN of the closed system results in an error of 5 percent for the utilisation in
the open system. Under high system loads, an error in the approximation for the utilisation
of the open system has a tremendous effect on the approximation for the response time. An
increase of the utilisation from 0.90 to 0.95 approximately doubles the response time. The
analysis for the closed systcm slightly overestimates the throughput. Thus, the actual load
of the system of Table 5 is not 0.90 but higher. This explains that the simulation produced
much larger values for E[S] and P( S > t) than the analysis. The approximation for the
response time is too optimistic and under high loads this becomes a serious problem.

So we will have to improve the approximation 1'1'10rris and Wong suggested for (}k. We
think of the following. Consider the case that one of the CPUs is working on a fairly large
job. Then this CPU will also not be committing for a long time. The other CPUs are not
disturbed by this CPU and thus havE' less connicts than usuaL Hence they circulate faster
and slow down the transaction at the CPU we are looking at even more. This effect is not
captured by the present approxima.tion.

5 Concluding Relnarks and Further Research

We analysed the response time distribution in a real-time shared-memory database with opti
mistic concurrency control. The analysis went beyond previous performance studies because
not the average but the entire distribution of the transaction response time was consid
ered. Knowledge about the response time distribution is essential for the design of real-time
database systems. For a given database design, the response time distribution indicates which
percentage of transactions will miss their deadline. The number of CPUs needed to guarantee
that this percentage does not exceed some prespecified value can thus be obtained from an
approximation for the response time distribution.

Approximations were derived for the response time distribution in a database with a
fixed multiprogramming level (the closed system), and for the response time distribution
in a database where transactions arrive according to a Poisson process (the open system).
The approximation fOl: the response time distribution in the closed system was within a few
percent of a simulation of the closed system. For the open system with utilisations up to
80%, the approximation also performed satisfactorily compared to simulation. However for
higher loads, a small error in the approximation of the throughput leads to a large error in the
approximation of the response time distribution. Then the approximation for the response
time in the open system is too optimistic, so cannot be used to give performance guarantees.
In order to get a better approximation for the open system, it is important to improve the
throughput approximation for the closed system. This is a subject for further research.

Other topics for future research include extcndillg the model for transactions that access
a variable number of data-items, and for non-exponential work requirements. Whether the
commit assumption is still valid in these situations is questionable and should be investigated.
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Further, an analytical comparison of the response time distribution in databases with locking
(see Bodlaender et al. [1996]) and acc will be made. Finally, analytical models for the
response time distribution in databases with more advanced aCC-schedulers (see e.g. Lee
and Son [1993]) are desired. However, our analysis of the simplest aCC-scheme can already
serve as a lower bound on the performance of these better schedulers.
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Appendix

We show that the double integral (6) can be simplified to a single integral. Below we write >.
instead of JlN - >., and a instead of aNb. By defining

rt rt
-

y
• !.=JL1:= Jo >.e-'\Y Jo (1 - e-ax)L ~. JJle-tLXdx dy,

the integral (6) equals (1rNPN/>.)I. Next, we concentrate on simplifying I.
Interchanging integrals and substituting z = t - Y gives

I = it it-x ->.e-'\Y(l- e-aX)L7Jpe-tLXdydx

it it Ac-·\(t-Z)(l - e-a;l')L;Jjle-tLXdz dx.

Now,

L1. J-1 )
:r lU+1 x . it tL. >.e-·\(t-Z)(1 - e-O'X)Jdz + t Ac-·\(t-Z)(l - e-crx)L;Jdz
j=1 JX L:xJx

L~J-l

L (1- e-ax)je-·\t (e·\(j+l)X - e,\jx) + (e·\t _ c'\L~Jx) e-,\t(l- e-ax)L~J

j=l

L~J-l .
L [e'\x(1- c-ax)r e-,\t (e'\X - 1) + (1 - e-,\(t-l~Jx)) (1- e-ax)l~J

j=1

1 [.\x(1 -ax)] L1. J-l
- e ~ C .r c-.\(t-x)(c,\;l· _ 1)(1- ('-D.T) +(1- c-·\(t-L~Jx))(l_e-ax)L~J

1 - e·\x(l - e-crx). ,

so

I
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£[S] P(S > 2) P(S > 5) P(S> 10) P(S > 20)
N AN lIN Sim Ana Sim Ana Sim Ana Sim Ana Sim Ana

b == 0.01 2 1.0 2.0 1.35 1.:3.S 0.2:3 0.2:3 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 1.9 3.8 1.12 1.12 0.16 0.16 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 2.7 5.5 1.08 1.09 0.15 0.15 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8 3.5 7.0 1.08 1.09 0.15 0.15 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

10 4.3 8.5 1.09 1.10 0.15 0.15 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

b == 0.10 2 0.8 1.7 1.50 1.49 0.205 0.2.S 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00
4 1.3 2.6 1.38 1.38 0.19 0.19 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00
6 1.6 3.2 1.43 1.43 0.19 0.19 O.O·S 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00
8 1.8 3.7 LSI 1.49 0.19 0.19 0.005 O.O.S 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00

10 2.0 4.0 1.058 1..SS 0.20 0.19 0.06 0.005 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.01
b == 0.20 2 0.7 1.05 1.64 1.6:3 0.26 0.26 0.05 0.005 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00

4 1.0 2.0 1.GO 1.058 0.21 0.21 0.06 0.005 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.01
6 1.1 2.3 1.71 1.66 0.21 0.20 0.06 0.005 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01
8 1.3 2.05 1.81 1.74 0.21 0.20 0.07 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01

10 1.3 2.7 1.90 1.81 0.22 0.20 0.07 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01

Table 2: RESPONSE TIM E DISTRIBUTION IN OPEN SYSTEM FOR P = 0.05

£[S] P(S > 2) P(S > 5) P(S> 10) P(S > 20)
N AN lIN Sim Ana. Sim Ana Sim Ana Sim Ana Sim Ana

b = 0.01 2 1.4 2.0 2.01 1.99 0.38 0.38 0.08 0.07 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 2.6 3.8 1.42 1.42 0.2'1 0.24 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 3.8 05.5 1.27 1.27 0.19 0.20 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8 4.9 7.0 1.21 1.22 0.18 0.18 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

10 6.0 8.05 1.20 1.20 0.17 0.17 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
b == 0.10 2 1.2 1.7 2.42 2.26 0.41 0.41 0.1:3 0.11 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00

4 1.8 2.6 1.91 1.87 0.29 0.30 0.08 0.07 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00
6 2.3 3.2 1.8.S 1.8·S 0.205 0.26 0.07 0.07 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01
8 2.6 3.7 1.90 un 0.2:3 0.24 0.07 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01

10 2.8 4.0 2.00 1.99 0.23 0.23 0.08 0.07 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01
b == 0.20 2 1.0 1..S 2.84 2..S2 0.4:3 0.4:3 0.16 0.14 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.00

4 1.4 2.0 2.37 2.26 0.31 0.32 0.11 0.10 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01
6 1.6 2.3 2.36 2.31 0.27 0.28 0.10 0.09 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.01
8 1.8 2.5 2.051 2.42 0.25 0.26 0.10 0.09 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.01

10 1.9 2.7 2.66 2.54 0.2.S 0.25 0.10 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.02

Table 3: RESPONSE TIllIE DrST1WHlTJON IN OPEN SYSTElvI FOR P = 0.7
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£[S] P(S> 2) P(S> 5) P(S> 10) P(S > 20)
N AN ttN Sim Ana Sim Ana Sim Ana Sim Ana Sim Ana

b = 0.01 2 1.6 2.0 2.88 2.83 0.5] 0.51 . 0.17 0.17 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.00
4 3.0 3.8 1.87 1.83 0.35 0.35 0.06 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 4.4 5.5 1.56 1.55 0.27 0.27 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8 5.6 7.0 1.43 1.43 0.23 0.23 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

10 6.8 8.5 1.37 1.37 0.21 0.21 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
b = 0.10 2 1.3 1.7 3.65 3.24 0.55 0.54 0.24 0.21 0.07 0.05 0.01 0.00

4 2.1 2.6 2.75 2.50 0.42 0.42 0.1.5 0.13 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.00
6 2.6 3.2 2..50 2.:36 0.3.5 0.36 0.12 0.10 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.01
8 2.9 3.7 2.43 2.37 0.31 0.32 0.11 0.10 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.01

10 3.2 4.0 2.44 2.43 0.28 0.30 0.10 0.10 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.01
b = 0.20 2 1.2 1..5 4.68 3.66 0..58 0.56 0.30 0.2.5 0.12 0.07 0.03 0.01

4 1.6 2.0 3.73 3.11 0.46 004.5 0.21 0.18 0.08 0.05 0.02 0.01
6 1.8 2.3 3.39 :3.06 0.:38 0.39 0.17 0.15 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.02
8 2.0 2..5 3.36 3.14 0.34 0.35 0.14 0.14 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.02

10 2.1 2.7 3.43 3.27 0.31 0.33 0.13 0.13 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.02

Table 4: RESPONSE TIME DISTRIBUTION IN OPEN SYSTEM FOR. P = 0.8

£[S] P(S > 2) P(S> 5) P(S> 10) P(S > 20)
N AN PN Sim Ana Sim Ana Sim Ana Sim Ana Sim Ana

b = 0.01 2 1.8 2.0 5.62 5.:36 0.71 0.71 OA1 OAO 0.16 0.15 0.03 0.02
4 3.4 3.8 3.31 3.13 0.57 0..56 0.21 0.20 0.04 0.03 0.00 0.00
6 4.9 .5.5 2.,52 2.,1:3 0.47 0.47 0.12 0.11 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00
8 6.3 7.0 2.21 2.10 0.'11 0.'10 0.09 0.08 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00

10 7.7 8..5 2.01 1.92 0.37 0.:36 0.07 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00
b = 0.10 2 1.,5 1.7 7.61 6.21 0.74 0.73 0049 0.'15 0.26 0.20 0.08 0.04

4 2.3 2.6 6.23 4.41 0.66 0.63 0.'10 0.32 0.20 0.10 0.06 0.01
6 2.9 3.2 .5.30 3.91 0.59 0..56 0.33 0.26 0.15 0.08 0.04 0.01
8 3.3 3.7 4.80 3.73 0..54 0.·52 0.28 0.22 0.13 0.07 0.03 0.01

10 3.6 4.0 4.74 3.68 0.51 0.49 0.27 0.20 0.12 0.06 0.04 0.02
b = 0.20 2 1.3 1.5 11.6 7.08 0.78 0.74 0.58 0.49 0.38 0.2.5 0.18 0.06

4 1.8 2.0 11.5 .5.63 0.71 0.66 0..51 0.39 0.33 0.17 0.16 0.03
6 2.1 2.3 13.4 5.2.5 0.66 0.60 0,46 0.34 0.29 0.14 0.15 0.03
8 2.3 2.5 8.29 5.17 0..59 0.56 0.39 0.30 0.23 0.12 0.10 0.03

10 2.4 2.7 8.12 5.22 0.,56 0..52 0.3,5 0.28 0.20 0.11 0.10 0.03

Table 5: RESPONSE TIM E DISTIUBliTION IN OPEN SYSTEM FOR. P = 0.9
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